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About This Game

Experience the mind bending power of single player cooperation.
Project Temporality is a third person action/puzzle game built around the concept of allowing the player to play with time.
Thanks to our proprietary engine Sparta 3D we make the fourth dimension as available as the other three. Just as with a VCR
you can rewind time or fast-forward through it seamlessly.
Combining this and our time line concept you will solve mind-bending puzzles, by giving yourself a helping hand. Any time you
need a friend, you can be that friend. Create a new timeline at any time/any place there are no restrictions. This game is all
about giving you full freedom in four dimensions.
Solve puzzles involving lasers, mirrors, force fields, trap doors, platforms, keys etc. Exploit time to do the impossible. Explore
the world and see into the mind of its people. We hope that you will enjoy the result of our years of evenings and weekends.
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Contains 6-14 hours of gameplay.

Key Features

4D Gameplay
The fourth dimension Time is as accessible to you as the other three since at any time you can rewind to any earlier
point in time, to find that perfect moment for you. No more frustrating replays performing the same sequence over and
over again. Just rewind and fix.
Single Player Cooperation
This is the key part of the game. You can exist in many parallel timelines using time clones. It means that every time you
need a friend's help in the game, you can be that friend. You can spawn a new time clone at any position and time in the
game, and once you create a new one it’s there forever.
Multiple true timelines
Time clones will continue to perform the actions you recorded. They are, however, still a part of the game world, and if
you change the game world the end result will also change.
Temporality fielded objects
A temporality fielded object is an object that won’t be affected by your time manipulations, because it is inside a field
that cancels out all timelines except the original one.
The Paradox Effect
Combining the true timelines with the temporality fielding allows us to create paradox based puzzles where one single
timelines performs multiple different actions depending from where in time it is viewed. Mathematically every
temporality fielded object increases the number of dimensions with one which is what allows the paradox effect.
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Title: Project Temporality
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Defrost Games
Publisher:
Defrost Games
Release Date: 20 May, 2014
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: XP
Processor: Intel Pentium Dual-Core E2180@2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon64 X2 3800 + @ 2.0 GHz
Memory: 2048 MB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD3000
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 600 MB available space
Additional Notes: Requires windows media player for music. The graphichs card needs to be DX10 Compatible but can run
using DX9.

English
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Definitely has potential. Nice that you aim manually where you want to throw. In time with extra support, could be something
special.. Typical of all Carenado add-ons, it looks beautiful, especially in X-Plane. There are some negatives to note however: 1)
The HSI's CDI does not work when tuned to an ILS. There is a hotpatch for this, but I had to go digging. 2) The idle is too high.
Ok, some mods in planemaker and we're getting there. While there, let's just adjust the horsepower to 315\/side vs the 285,
since I have never actually seen a 340 in the wild with 285. 3) The suction gauge is inop. Alright, not on the MEL for a home
computer simulator, but still - it doesn't work.
So yeah, there are some minor annoyances - and that HSI fix shouldn't be up to the customer to go hunting for. (BTW, there's
also a fuel management mod that models the correct fuel return to the main tanks, necessitating that you burn off sufficient qty
before switching to the wing tanks - nice).
Bottom line: I love the looks, it performs well, and once fixed up by the user through a lot of research and digging, I really do
enjoy the 340. I am happy to own it, and RESERVEDLY recommend it to those who know what they are getting.. Great side
story. Hope release more about others.. Buy it if and only if you enjoyed the common route. If you're not sure, don't bother;
you're really paying for more of the same thing.

This title has a huge cast of characters. Many characters have 2 or 3 names, which makes it unnecessarily hard to keep
track of them. Many characters are also flat, as if each of them only served as a foil for another character.
Charaters' lines are garnished with gratuitous German, gratuitous biblical verses, and gratuitous philosophical rambling.
This drags out fight scenes, and makes the characters seems alien and out of touch with reality.
CG are in high resolution; movies are not. UI is antiquated, and ADV-style text boxes obscure CGs.
. Smile For Me drew me in with its art style and great character designs, but I was happily enthralled with the character's
personalities, the interactions, and the gameplay itself.
I love puzzle games but most of the time fetch-style quests end up being ridiculous guesses on how to combine things or maybe
using a toothpick with a duck to get the squeaker out for who knows what. I didn't get that in this game, even when I got stuck I
never felt like it was the game's fault for being abstract. A lot of the puzzles' solutions felt very clever and fun, there was only
one instance where I felt it was absurd but I even changed my mind on that when it came back later in a puzzle that definitely
would've clued me in.
The story was great, while not the deepest in the world (or the longest) the quick hit of it really had me invested quickly. I
wanted to know more the whole time I was playing and even when I finished.
The only things to keep in mind are the yes\/no head movement sensitivity (don't move too fast since sometimes no can become
yes, but it's very rare and might be a tracking issue on the hardware's end) and that the game is a more interactive fetch-combinequest style puzzle game. If that's not your type of game then you might not have a good time, but it's worth it for the design and
story if you don't mind it
I absolutely recommend this game to anyone who likes puzzle games and interesting character\/game\/story design. Braking is
terrible with this one.
The Hamburg-L\u00fcbeck scenarios are absolutely rubbish.
Driving this train is no fun at all.
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I found this really underwhelming. The narration was bad, the story was not captivating at all, and the landscape unimpressive at
max settings. The only parts I thought actually looked fairly good were the caves. If you are expecting Dear Esther, or The
Vanishing Of Ethan Carter, this is not it.. DOES NOT WORK ON MAC. None of the items are visible when you're trying to
price them. Shame on the developers for selling this game to mac users.. This is a lot cheaper than what you whales will be
spending to get this exact costume here in a few months in FGO.. Played the first version on my iPhone and got my whole
family addicted to it. Great puzzle game series and now with 2 on the PC I got excited and rightly so. So much better with great
updates and additions. Really enjoyed playing this one. And so did the family.. What can I say about Zombie Buster VR...hm
well its cool and its a stand still FPS game. The game takes place on Mars AD 2075 is where you the "zombie buster" soldier are
suppose to be exploring a science facility where a group of scientists were researching something on Mars. A month goes by the
scientits were found killed by mutant zombies. Your job is to eliminate the zombies. However this game does game isn't 100%
perfect and I shall explain.
Issues
1. Reloading- to reload you put you arms to your sides and the fun automatically reloads for you. However sometimes the
reloads didn't work and I had to redo the reload animation to reload. An option to ether reload your self or auto-reload.
2. Graphics- the graphics are blury. No idea why, I had the graphics set to the highest setting and was still a bit blury. also I
didn't see too much of a change in graphics, maybe 10% difference.
3. Zombies- the zombies looked too much like an alien. When I first saw them I immidently thought aliens instead of zombies
which made me think I bought the wrong game. Since game is called zombie buster and seeing the creatures looking more like
an alien I was calling the game alien buster.
3. Sound- the sound was more or less okay. I had no base line to compare so I just didn't pay attention to the game.
4. Features- this has to do with the store page mainly (yes it is part of the game). Number 5 feature says "A game with Improved
artificial intelligence (MOB), more realistic than traditional games by responding to player's movements in various ways) well
hate to break it but the A.I. was under average. The zombies pretty much were predictable and killing them were easy.
5. Same pistols- I liked the pistols but after the second map I was bored of them. I wanted something different. Using the same
weapon for what 6-8 maps gets boring pretty quick.
6. Local and World challenge- I have no idea why this is part of a game that is suppose to be "immersive". When a game adds
compition to it, you will be trying to get the highest score possible to be in a rank, which will make you remember that its a
game.
7. The Hud- the bullet, health and slow-mo were annoying on my face. I would assume I was wearing an advanced helmit but
that being right were I need the most vision was a nad placment on the developer's part.
I am not saying the game is bad, but I was getting bored with the same weapons and the challenge part just made the game
boring for me very quickly. I would have loved new weapons or moving around the maps and being able to reload my gun
myself because that would make me immersive in the game regardless of graphics or sound issues. Zombie Buster VR gets a
6\/10 score and I can recommand this game if you are a standing still, FPS, challenge player.. Nice game!
Please add more music xD. The game is OK, but also what is good about this is no Uplay.
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